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Cosas que pasan
2021
Exhibition, Public Program
MACBA
As the museum is celebrating its 25th
anniversary, it commissioned me to do
a project with its historical archive.

PUBLIC PROGRAMME
WE OPEN THE DOORS
— 22 APRIL AT 7 PM
There will be a couple of guided tours of the
empty exhibit (but full of stuff)

The project will be formalised with
an exhibition, a public programme of
activities, a publication and a virtual
space.

WHAT A BOOK CAN DO #13: PRESENTATION
OF THE BOOK APARICIONS (‘APPEARANCES’)
— 6 MAY AT 7 PM
In the Auditori Meier. Organised by
Anna Pahissa, with Mela Dávila, head of
Publications at the MACBA until 2006 and
first head of the MACBA Study Centre (from
December 2007 to July 2012), and Clara
Plasencia, head of Publications.

https://www.macba.cat/en/exhibitions-activities/exhibitions/sampler4-things-happen

DOCUMENT CORRUPTION WORKSHOP
— 10 & 17 JUNE AT 6 PM
With Isabel Ayala (curator-restorer).

Guided tour (CAT subt ESP)
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YjtPmi0sxXM&ab_channel=MACBABarcelonaOficial
Talk around the publication with
Anna Pahissa, Mela Dàvila and Clara
Plasencia (ESP-CAT):
https://www.macba.cat/es/exposiciones-actividades/actividades/quepuede-libro-13-apariciones-enric-farres-duran-clara

METANOISE PARTY. THE ARCHIVE’S KITCHEN
— 10 JULY, SEMINAR
With Eli Rodríguez (coordinator of the
historical archive) and Paloma Gueilburt
(coordinator of the digital repository).
OUTING TO THE MACBA DIGITAL REPOSITORY
(CSUC)
— DATE TO BE CONFIRMED
At the moment, only two people can go
there because of the virus and we still do
not know the day. It can be a romantic plan,
for example. The idea is for two people to go
there and then tell us what they have seen
afterwards. Here, in the historical archive, is
is like a legendary place.
THE SESSION OF THE CESSION:
DOCUMENTARY FICTION IN THE HISTORICAL
ARCHIVE
— 8 OCTOBER AT 6 PM
With Marta Vega (head of the Library) and
Eli Rodríguez (coordinator of the historical
archive).

Dirt fixed by the Department of Conservation
Site Specific Instalation
2021

Vis a vis guided tour
Video, two-channel
2021
During the inauguration two guided visits were
carried out consecutively, which are here presented simultaneously.

Cosas que pasan
Instalation
Vinil, label
2021

Cosas que pasan
Instalation
Vinil, label
2021

Crèdits
Single-channel video, b/w, sound, 92 min
2021
While a series of soundtracks related to various film
genres (horror, romantic, action, erotic, comedy…)
transport us to various mood states, which can be
sensed while exploring the archive, the 6,241 titles of
documents in the historical archive of the MACBA are
presented as technical credits, thereby making fiction
possible.

Transition door
Site specific instalation
2021
This door appears and disappears. During exhibition
installations, it gives access to the part of the museum
behind the wall, where technical personnel carry out
tasks that are invisible from the museum front. It is only
accessible when the museum is closed to the public,
when there is nothing in the galleries to see.

Aparicions
Artist book, 490 p. 29,7cm x 21cm
2021
What is the relationship between archives and publications? Are publications an archive in themselves? In a
publication, the credits are apart, specifying who is who
and who has done what, and how this should be represented. There is no fiction in the credits, they are the
metadata of books; they are a precise reflection of power, authorship and of who is responsible for the Museum’s publications over the past 25 years.
This artist book has been conceived by Enric Farrés
Duran as part of the project Things that Happen. Coinciding with the 25th anniversary of MACBA, Farrés Duran
has developed a project with the Museum’s historical
archive. Through a process of research, the artist has
become immersed in the archive, reviewing the limits of
its definitions in order to reveals its inner workings.

Talk with Anna Pahissa, Mela Dávila and Clara Plasencia.
https://www.macba.cat/es/exposiciones-actividades/
actividades/que-puede-libro-13-apariciones-enric-farres-duran-clara

Communication material for the workshop on
document infection.
10-17 June 2021

Documentation of Document Corruption Workshop > With Isabel Ayala
10-17 June 2021

One of the three key missions of the archive as a whole is to conserve documents. An infected
document is in constant transformation, as it is a living organism, in interchange with the outside.
Making manifest the hierarchy amongst data found in any document, from the archive’s perspective
mould is the most relevant piece of data it has. Habitually, documents in an historical archive are not
infected, as they have never been moved from the aseptic context of the museum. They have never
been out for a spin, getting infected. This is why we chose to do a workshop to specifically infect
certain documents.

Result of the document infection
workshop > With Isabel Ayala
10-17 June 2021

Things that happen...
at Ràdio Web MACBA
Podcast
92:41
https://rwm.macba.cat/en/specials/things-happen-radio-webmacba-0
(...) As part of the exhibition “Sampler #4. Things that Happen”,
Enric Farrés Durán turns the tables on us with a proposal to get
Ràdio Web MACBA to talk about his practice. Enric went back
to the mail he had received in 2015 inviting him to be interviewed by RWM, tweaked it for the occasion, and forwarded it
to the relevant person at RWM. Through this simple gesture,
Enric hopes to reveal the mechanisms underlying this pseudo-radiophonic project and generate and opportunity to break
the fourth wall. This conversation—not interview—is a waste
of time in the best sense of the term. It is “the trace of an action”. Or of many actions.
In this podcast, we talk about learning together by doing, about
Enric’s multidirectional transfers of knowledge, and about a
practice shot through with discourse. We also touch on the aesthetics of sound, the post-human voice, and the limits of editing; we talk about complexes, accents, and the political act of
making vulnerability visible; about the loss of control and about
the intimate realm impressed onto the dimension of sound. A
space for listening in suspended time that gives voice to the
people behind this project.

Email to Radio Web MACBA proposing an interview with the interviewer, five years later.

I Dream of A Large Studio
2021.
With Xavi Ristol
Exhibition
Developed in the context of Shared
Studios. Three Case Studies exhibition
@ Joan Miró Foundation.
From the letters Joan Miró and architect Josep Lluís Sert exchanged over
the years, we discovered that Miró
‘dreamt of a large studio,’ and that
once his dream studio was finished,
the painter got scared.
(...) We felt the need to make a model
to study how light might move in our
dreams, how it might infuse our work
spaces and make it evident that a
studio is a space of perpetual change,
a space that is transformed by the
shadow of a passing cloud, by the
longer daylight hours in late spring
or by the longer hours of dusk in the
winter. And with all that information,
we decided to start refurbishing.
The first thing we had made was a
prefabricated MDF door. Through this
door we can go in, go out, but it can
also be closed. It is a two-way spying
door since, as we all know, very often
the person closest to us is the one
we know the least. And if something
does not quite suit us, unconsciously
we start reshaping it, distorting our
perception around it. That’s what
happened when we started believing
that that combination of white and
blue was from San Sebastián, or
that blue and red were the colors

of a club from Basel. Tailor-made
hallucinations. The studio as a place
where things are formed, but also deformed, studio-mates included. On
the other hand, since we were running
on a limited budget, we decided to
build infinity. Our infinity allows us
to isolate any given thing from its
context, as in a space of constant
transformation that creates images
for eternity.
But while we tried to figure out the
creation of infinity, which did not fit
through our door, we decided to invest
in a new floor to prevent our feet from
getting cold: a nice-looking oak floor.
Not too much of it, but good quality.
Just the right thing. Finally, we were
left with one last question, one last
thing to speculate on: what works
would we make in our dream studio?
And we got scared.
https://www.fmirobcn.org/blog/
en/2021/06/29/dream-of-largestudio/
https://www.fmirobcn.org/en/
foundation/press/236/sharedstudios-three-case-studies
Publication by Ariadna Serrahima

Model to study the light of our dreams
Sculpture
2021

I Dream of A Large Studio (Exhibition View).

I Dream of A Large Studio (Exhibition View).

Blueprints to project the studio of our dreams
Ink on paper
Instalation
2021

shared authorship
urine from two people
Sculpture
2021

Labels of the artworks that we will do in the
future in the studio of our dreams
ink on cardboard
2021

documentation of the work process in the
studio carried out by a dog
video
single-channel, 23 min
2021

infinite piecemeal (detail)
wood
Sculpture
2021

Without Identity (Chess piece).
2020. Olive wood.
Sculpture.
Visiting a factory of chess pieces, I
picked up a set of pieces just before
they were about to take on their final
form. Applying this way of finishing
without form makes it possible to
freeze this lack of definition forever.
Acknowledgements: Miquel Matas,
Xavi Ristol & bombon projects.

Without Identity (Chess piece).

Without Identity (Chess piece).
Process documentation.

uno de más
Instalation, performance, video.
2020
A €200 bill is hidden in a public library
found in the Casa de las Conchas,
Salamanca.
The action is promoted in the city’s
tourism guides, adding one more
rumour to the existing set of legends
that shroud the historical building.

A project produced in the context of
Inclasificables, the annual meeting of
publishers.
Acknowledgements: Víctor Balcells,
Gabriel Ventura y Ginés Martinez.

Uno de más (detail).

Uno de más (detail).

ceci est la couleur de nos rêves
Instalation
2019
The installation is the result of a
workshop held at the Joan Miró
Foundation as part of the Lina Bo
Bardi Drawing exhibition.
While carrying out research for
this project within the foundation’s
archives, I discovered the empty
frame that had once contained the
preparatory drawing for the paintingpoem piece “Photo. Ceci est la couleur
de mes rêves” [Photo. This is the
colour of my dreams].
The most significant element of this
frame is found on the back, where it
contains the documents associated
with the piece (storage, the museums
it has been exhibited at, etc.). And
thanks to the display screen used
in the exhibition, these documents
are now accessible to the public. A
pictorial image is, simultaneously, a
historical object.
At the workshop, participants were
invited to observe and interpret these
documents, in order to create a visual
offering of – as the title indicates –
the colour of our dreams. The result
is seventy-eight drawings brought
together in a closed folder.

ceci est la couleur de nos rêves (detail).

Storageism – a fair trick
Installation
2019
A site specific installation that
proposes to use the storage of the
booth as an exhibition space and the
visible part of the booth as storage.
Often at contemporary art fairs, the
main space of the booth is where
everyone has access; the works are
presented in a very visible way, well
lit and in good competition for the
attention of the collectors.
Meanwhile the storage is the space
for the “just in case”, where the
economy of the space prevails,
clandestine artworks and works by
other artists are piled up waiting their
turn to be fleetingly seen by those
privileged who are invited to enter it.
By highlighting the relationship
between these two spaces, the artist
bombs the expectations that define
them, as well as the meaning of a solo
show, the influence of the market
logic in the final presentation of the
artwork or what visual rules operate
in the context of a fair.
Understanding the spectator of a fair
as a professional voyeur, the artist
places a set of visual games, inviting
them to approach the works from
different perspectives, highlighting

–through a fair trick– the way we
look. These visual teasers (a hole in
the wall in the form of a glory hole, a
half-way packed artwork asking to
be revealed, a nail on the wall, a pair
of white gloves…) also reflect the
performativity of the works, since the
appearance of the traditional booth
is truncated by the moves game that
occur when the gallerists show the
works to the public.
The works that can be seen in the
booth are the ones that the gallerists
could have had in the storage. Some
inside their boxes, some outside.
Reversed strategically or hung from
a screw; these are the hesitant
artworks, the hopeful ones or the “just
in case”. These are by the same Enric
Farrés, Jordi Mijtà, Pere Llobera, Olarn
Chiaravanont, Lara Fluxà, Bernat
Daviu, Rafel G.Bianchi, Anna Dot,
Xavier Ristol, Martin Llavaneras and
Angela de la Cruz.
The project Storageism –a fair trick,
fits in a crate that presides the booth.
If the works by the different artists
that make up the project remain
together or not, it will be a decision of
the collectors that go to ARCO Lisboa.

Installation view

A painting that speaks
Object
Acrylic, bluetooth and sound on canvas

2018
En Residència
https://www.enresidencia.org/es/residencia/enric-farres-duran-en-residencia-linstitut-doctor-puigvert/obra
dràcul·la
https://www.instagram.com/p/
B8vdD2sK0b5/?utm_source=ig_web_
copy_link

A painting that speaks is a painting
with the ability to speak.
What it says depends on the context. So far, it has been exhibited and
heard at the MACBA and dràcul·la. At
the MACBA, it spoke with different
voices, one for each student of the
In Residency project at the Doctor
Puigvert school, while at dràcul·la it
questioned whether it was a piece of
furniture, an image or an object. It was
also used to advertise a course on
monochrome painting.

Para aprender a encontrar hay que
saber esconder
Performance
2019
https://www.adngaleria.com/en/projects/-screens-pills/docs/
Text by Frederic Montornés (ESP):
https://montornes.net/2019/06/08/
el-catalogo-de-pantallas-y-pastillas-por-enric-farres-duran-una-exposicion-comisariada-por-montse-badia-en-adn-platform/
Talk about the project with Anna Pahissa @ Macba (CAT)
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=b_qUAU9DVfs

As an artist taking part in the
Pantallas y Pastillas [Screens and
Pills] joint exhibition commissioned
by Montse Badia at the ADN gallery, I
would like to propose publishing the
exhibition catalogue. The publishing
process will be as conventional
as possible (publishing of texts,
selecting images of the artists’ work,
designing publication, presenting to
the public, distributing to bookstores,
etc.), but the catalogue will never be
printed. The designer will tell me all
the characteristics of the publication
and it will be delivered verbally.

Sales ticket of the non-printed publication.
At the time of the sale, the bookseller writes my email
address so that the buyer can contact me and I can
deliver the book orally.

Nothing is mine
Obra de teatro
2019
Video
https://vimeo.
com/254733898/4a6688e795

Nothing is m

ine

A play by En

ric Farrés Du

ran

Só me intere
ssa
Lei do homem o que não é meu.
. Lei do antr
opofago.
Manifesto A
ntropofágico
. Oswald de
Andrade

Vito Segura
#ifbarcelona1

7

production as

sistants

Una cosa a fondo que probablemente
no existe

Text (CAT-CAST-ENG)

Exhibition of a set of abstract
paintings for rent designed for
use as backgrounds for foodie
Instagrammers.
Three activities were carried
out within the framework of the
exhibition:

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1zUZQBPlDNgbpSiovEUXcTTO1UuRdhq0t/view?usp=sharing

4 June _ 7.00 pm
Performance by the fictional group
The Surfaces.

Exhibition @ bombon projects
https://bombonprojects.com/exhibition/una-cosa-a-fondo-que-probablemente-no-existe/

28 June _ 7.00 pm
Reception with our friends from
Nothing. Maite Muñoz and Alicia
Escobio (Vista Oral, BCN-LA), Mauro
Cerqueira (Uma Certa Falta de
Coerência, Porto) and the guest
participation of Victoria Combalía.
13 July _ 7.30 pm
Deeply shallow. Round table with
a photographer, a painter and an
Instagrammer.

4 June _ 7.00 pm
Performance by the fictional group The
Surfaces.

Reception with my friends of Nothing.
Maite Muñoz and Alicia Escobio (Vista
Oral, BCN-LA), Mauro Cerqueira (Uma
Certa Falta de Coerência, Porto) and the
guest participation of Victoria Combalía.

Empezar por el medio
Solo show
Text ENG:
http://www.noguerasblanchard.com/
exhibition/auto-draft-102/?lang=en
Trailer El viaje frustrado
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=CGfgz4Wn2jg

PRESS:
ARTFORUM - Javier Ontoria
https://www.artforum.com/print/
reviews/201903/enric-farres-duran-78744
El Cultural - Luisa Espino
https://elcultural.com/revista/arte/
Cuentame-un-cuento-con-sabor-asal/41688
Babelia El País - Bea Espejo
https://elpais.com/cultura/2018/11/30/babelia/1543582945_867296.html

a frustrated journey
92 min, monocanal
CAST - ENG subtittles
video stills
2017

a night in Venice
postcards
2017

hook without title
Instalation (detail)
2017

hook without title
Instalation (detail)
2017

round trip
postcards
2017

Untitled Library
Instalation
Dimensiones variables
2016-?
Explanatory text referring to different
locations of the installation (esp)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_
E5urZwjheGM7Ii8qQ_LVsXju3kitKDk/
view?usp=sharing
PDF publication Bibliotecas Insólitas
(esp- eng):
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FNi9jIpvny7U83lo3wcLVnGMHjY9Zf4X/
view
Video presentation at the MNCARS
library (esp):
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vBWStIH_uN8

Biblioteca sin títulos [Library without
titles] is an installation with variable
measurements where the position
of books at a pre-existing library is
modified to show openings to the
outside.
The installation has been performed
at various libraries1, varying the
meaning and triggering different
reactions depending on each specific
context.
List of libraries that have hosted the
installation: Nogueras Blanchard
Gallery (Barcelona); MNCARS Library
(Madrid); La Panera Art Centre Library
(Lleida); Bòlit Art Centre Library
(Girona); Ateneu Barcelonés Library
(Barcelona) and Alumnos Foundation
(Mexico City).

